he box containing time.

William Faulkner

Only when
the clock stops
does time come
to life.

What is The Time Box?
Is it possible to have more time?
We may not be able to multiply it but we can learn to make
better us of what we already have.
The Time Box is a box containg twenty-three illustrated and elegant cards:
ideas, methods and advice on how to organise time more eﬃciently and
with greater satisfaction.

Why The Time Box?

A CREATIVE AND
PRODUCTIVE PAUSE

AN ORIGINAL GIFT

CUSTOMISABLE

The Time Box is a productive
pause. An opportunity
to reflect on how
you spend time and
generate ideas to better
organise it.

The Time Box is an
original gift. A gesture to
tell the people you work
with “your time is
precious to me: enhance
it, stop, reflect.”

The Time Box is
customisable. You can
choose the formula that
best suits your company:
we have ideal solutions
for every context.

Choose the box you prefer

THE ORIGINAL TIME BOX

A CUSTOMISED TIME BOX

A precious horizontal box
to keep on your desk, ready
to inspire you.

A vertical box, customisable
in every detail.

Original Time Box

- Horizontal box
- Dimensions: 15.5 x 20 x 3.5 cm
- Label "The Time Box"
embossed print
- You can add a pesonalised
greeting card
Ask us for instructions.

Customised Time Box
CHOOSE THE
COLOUR

Personal

izza ques
to spazio

inserend

o una fr
ase.

ADD A PHRASE

INSERT
YOUR LOGO

-

Vertical box
Dimensions: 11 x 15.3 x 4.2 cm
You can add your logo
You can add a phrase
You can choose the colour
You can add a personalised
greeting card
Ask us for instructions.

Customised Time Box
SOME EXAMPLES

How to order and despatch your Time Box
Choose the method that best suits your needs.

HANDLE DELIVERY
AUTONOMOUSLY
Have your Time Box delivered to
your company.
You can then hand them personally
to the people who work with you
or anyone else you wish to make a
present to.

LET US HANDLE THE DELIVERY
Free up your time: send us the list
with the addresses of the people
you wish to send your
personalised Time Boxes to.
We will look after the delivery.
Ask us for instructions.

“

What they say about us

Carmen Greco, La Sicilia

Every time I ﬁnd myself with a few
spare minutes, I look inside the box
and choose which activity I want to
pursue. Half an hour studying isn’t
much, or at least that’s what I
originally thought, but adding them
all up I managed to study 9 hours
in one week. And I already feel the
beneﬁts: my mind expanding, the
dots joining up, creativity
Annalisa Monfreda, Donna Moderna

“
A present for those you really care for.
Viviana Sarti
journalist and founder of the Scattidallamialibreria
community

“

A beautiful box to regain the time
that seems to be escaping us, whilst
it is we who are running away.
Mafe De Baggis
digital strategist and author of “Free the future.
Fifteen lessons from the digital realm to improve
our world” (EDEA 2020), “#Luminol. Reality
revealed by digital media (Hoepli, 2018), “World
wide we.
Designing our presence online: companies from
marketing to collaboration” (Apogeo, 2009)

“

Guida smart business, Il Sole 24 ORE

What they
say about us

Each card whispers some advice to
stimulate reﬂection and open the
path to new ways to address the day.
Whispering, gently and
unpretentiously. I really do feel this
sensation when I evaluate the
meaning (excellently) narrated
through the texts. Simple concepts,
nothing particularly introspective,
just phrases that open doors onto a
more aware way of living your life.
Davide Bertozzi
copywriter, creative director and author of “Images
vs words. Writing and designing an advertising
message” (Hoepli, 2021)

“

Who has ever considered that
“Trust saves time”?
Or, who has ever implemented the
principles of the economist Pareto,
according to whom 80% of our
results are determined by 20% of
our activities? Well, reading this
box helps in the eﬀort to save time.”

Isabella Napoli, La Repubblica

Price list
ORIGINAL TIME BOX

Unit cost

Quantity

€ 24,50
€ 23,50
€ 21,00
€ 19,00
€ 17,00
€ 14,90

6
12
24
60
100
500

CUSTOMISED TIME BOX

Unit cost

Quantity

€ 25,90
€ 22,90
€ 21,00
€ 19,90
€ 14,50

20
40
70
100
500

One oﬀ cost: € 50 + VAT

The cost includes delivery charges (to one address in Italy, the main islands included).
VAT is paid by the Publisher.
If you would like us to handle the deliveries, or if you would like to include a personalised card,
please contact us for instructions and costs.

Thank you for having dedicated your time!
Contact us for further details or to receive a sample Time Box for evaluation.

www.thetimebox.it
info@thetimebox.it

thetimebox.gift
@thetimebox.gift

COSTANTINO ALESSANDRO/ Raﬀorzare l’apertura internazionale
delle imprese siciliane/Realizzato nell’ambito del Programma
operativo PO FESR Sicilia 2014/2020

